New Fabric Release - Crossroads

In this video:
00:15 – Crossroads being solely used for Vertical Blind
00:33 – The blockout and light-filtering capability
00:44 – The fabric’s specifications
01:23 – How to save up to 20-30%
View our products here
Book your free in-house measure and quote here
Today we’re going to take a look at “New Fabric Release Crossroads”
Hi I’m Jason from Blockout Blinds, today I’m going to talk about a new fabric we are
releasing called Crossroads.
This fabric is designed purely for the vertical blind system. At the moment, there’s not
a great range of fabrics when it comes to vertical blinds so we thought of introducing
a new one that not only has a Blockout Fabric, which means that you can block out all

the light for privacy but also has a light filtering privacy for those of you who want to
maintain your privacy but allow some light into the room.

A new fabric called crossroads is an exciting new vertical range with six matching
colours in blockout and light filtering. It’s available in 127mm width which is a standard
vertical blind width and its classic slob texture will compliment any home adding a
timeless and decorative touch. Crossroads offer an economical solution for window
furnishings without compromising on the quality and on trend colours.
So there you have our new range called Crossroads with vertical blind fabrics. Now
some of you may already have some vertical blinds up that are looking a little bit
outdated. Well, you can save a little bit of money. If your tracks is still looking okay,
we can replace your existing fabric with some new fabric. Using all your existing
components and tracks. Now this will generally save you around about 20-30% of the
cost of a total new vertical blind so that’s something that you might want to keep in
mind. So I hope you found today’s video and our fabric interesting. We look forward to
helping you out next time!
We hope you’ve enjoyed this news and tips update from Blockout Blinds, we’d love for
you to leave a comment about “New Fabric Release Crossroads“.

